In particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation, errors in space charge forces are of random character. It results in an unphysical increase of effective beam emittance, even while symplectic integrator is used. To establish quantitative measure of this effect on beam dynamics, an analytical model of equilibrium beam affected by random errors in space charge field calculations is considered. An explicit expression connecting beam emittance growth with beam brightness, integration step and the value of random error in space charge field is discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In PIC simulations space charge forces of the beam are calculated via direct solution of Poisson's equation at every elementary step of simulation. Numerical solution is affected by various errors caused by discrete charge representation used in the macroparticle method, approximation formulas used in place of the exact derivatives of the Poisson's equation, differentiation of the potential function to obtain values of electric field components, and computer round-off errors. These errors act on beam dynamics as a noise which eventually transforms into unphysical emittance growth of the beam (see Fig. 1 ).
BEAM EMITTANCE GROWTH
Consider linear oscillator x + w2x = 0, where w is the space-charge-depressed oscillation frequency, affected by random errors in space charge field calculations. Matrix of particle transformation in coordinates (x, p = 1 a) at every elementary step, 6t, is given by 0 dt cos e sin e ) ( Xn ) , (1) cos 8 pn + Apn (;::: ) = (-sin 8 where 0 = o . 6 t is a tune shift of particle oscillation per integration step and Apn is a random kick due to error 6En in space charge field:
For further analysis, let us introduce a reduced value of error in space charge field: where E(R) is an exact value of space charge field at the beam boundary:
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and 6E(R) is a deviation of space charge field from the value of E(R).
Solution of matrix equation (1) after n steps of integration is [ 11
where Y is an initial phase of oscillations. Second-order momentum of particle distribution in phase space are
Random kicks Api are not correlated, therefore
where Ap is an amplitude of random kicks. After n steps, the rms values are (9) Therefore, beam emittance after n steps, En = 4 <xi> < p:>, is related to initial emittance, E~, as 
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Equation (15) 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In Fig. 2 (17) gives En / Eo = 1.1. Without space charge forces effective beam emittance is conserved (see Fig. 2b ). Eq. (17) indicates that emittance increases with the number of integration steps. Total number of steps at the integration period [0, fin] With space charge forces beam boundary is distorted due to random fluctuations in space charge field, which results in increase of effective phase space area. Meanwhile, microscopic phase space area and number of particles inside the area are conserved.
